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6 ABSTRACT7

8

Plant phenotyping is the task of measuring plant attributes mainly for agricultural purposes. We9

term length phenotyping the task of measuring the length of a plant part of interest. The recent10

rise of low cost RGB-D sensors and accurate deep artificial neural networks provides new op-11

portunities for length phenotyping. We present a general technique for length phenotyping based12

on three stages: object detection, point of interest identification, and a 3D measurement phase.13

We address object detection and interest point identification by training network models for each14

task, and develop a robust de-projection procedure for the 3D measurement stage. We apply our15

method to three real world tasks: measuring the height of a banana tree, the length and width16

of banana leaves in potted plants, and the length of cucumbers fruits in field conditions. The17

three tasks were solved using the same pipeline with minor adaptations, indicating the method’s18

general potential. The method is stagewise analyzed and shown to be preferable to alternative19

algorithms, obtaining error of less than 10% deviation in all tasks. For leaves’ length and width,20

the measurements are shown to be useful for further phenotyping of plant treatment and mutant21

classification.22

23

1. Introduction24

As the world’s population is growing the global demand for food and energy is growing as well, requiring innovative25

advances in the agriculture industry [4, 36]. Plant phenotyping is vital tool for improving growth and yield formation,26

which are the basis for nursing the world. In plant phenotyping we measure and assess complex plant traits related to27

growth, yield, and other significant agricultural properties [6]. In some cases plant phenotyping is done in a lab, using28

advanced costly infrastructure [28], but in many cases phenotyping should be done in field conditions to best capture29

the true plant traits. In field phenotyping, most measurements are done manually, by a team of workers.30

As manual phenotyping is extremely costly, there is a need to develop automated analysis methods that are suffi-31

ciently accurate and robust enough for measuring phenotypic traits in field conditions on real crops [28]. Automated32

algorithms are required for accelerating cycles of genetic engineering [38], and for automating agriculture processes33
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(a) Banana trees (b) Banana leaves (c) Cucumber fruits

Figure 1: Length based phenotyping. a: A banana tree with two interest points: basal (red) and upper (blue). The upper

is defined by experts as the highest point of the tree’s peduncle (top of the arch). The distance between them is the tree

height. b: A banana leaf with 4 interest points: basal (red), apex (blue), left (purple) and right (yellow). Only measurable

objects are annotated. The line between the two former points is the leaf center line, and its length is the leaf length. The

distance between the latter points is the width. Note that the position of the latter points (left and right) is somewhat

ambiguous in the direction of the leaf center line. c: A cucumber with two interest points: basal (red) and upper (blue).

The distance between them is cucumber length.

[6]. Field and greenhouse phenotyping are a difficult challenge, as field conditions are notoriously heterogeneous, and34

the inability to control environmental factors, such as illumination and occlusion, makes results difficult to interpret35

[2].36

Image analysis algorithms are crucial for advancing large scale and accurate plant phenotyping [22], and the recent37

success of deep neural networks opens new directions [33, 12]. A second recent advancement is the abundance of low-38

cost sensors, from RGB to depth and thermal sensors, useful for capturing plant traits. While such low cost sensors are39

typically not as accurate as high end sensors, they are well suited for wide field application in the agricultural industry,40

which has low profit margins [31].41

This paper focuses on the problem of measuring 3D physical lengths of plant parts in field conditions, using a42

low cost RGB-D sensor and a deep network architecture. Measuring the length of plant’s parts can provide important43

cues about the plant state [41] and expected utility. For example, measuring the width and aspect ratio (the ratio44

between the length and the width) of young banana leaves in a potted plant, prior to planting in the plantation, can45

determine whether the plant has undergone a mutation that results in undesirable fruits. Specifically, some mutations46

are characterized by narrow leaves, and others by an aspect ratio smaller than normal (lower than 1.8, where the normal47

ratio is 2.2) [10]. Another example is estimating the height of a banana tree. An important goal of variety developers48
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is to lower the banana tree height, enabling easier tree treatment for farmers. An example from a different crop is49

cucumber length measurement. The histogram of cucumber fruit lengths in a given plot provides strong indication50

regarding the cucumber growth rate and expected quality [16]. Another important problem is measuring the width of51

a stem - it is a key characteristic used for biomass potential evaluation [26].52

We term such tasks length phenotyping. While this paper focuses on three of the above examples, there is an53

abundance of similar tasks. Given the repetitive nature of length phenotyping tasks, it is desirable to develop a generic54

process that can be applied, with minimal adjustments, to measure lengths of different plant parts in various plants.55

The paper focuses on two tasks related to banana crops, considered to be the most widely consumed fruit [14], and a56

third one relating to cucumbers fruits. The problems are estimation tasks of a banana tree height (actually a banana57

plant is not a tree, but the term tree is used for simplicity), width and length of banana leaves, and cucumber fruit58

length. The related interest points and length definitions can be seen in Figure 1.59

While focusing on these three problems, we suggest a general algorithmic pipeline, consisting of three stages:60

1. Detecting the objects of interest that needs to be measured.61

2. Identifying interest points on the detected objects, that we are interested in the distance between them.62

3. De-projection of the interest points to world coordinates to compute distances.63

For the first two stages we use Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [12] trained and applied on RGB images.64

RGB images (without depth information) are used for these stages since object detection in RGB images is well stud-65

ied [40, 33, 12] and it is possible to transfer knowledge (reuse network weights for initialization) from well trained66

RGB backbones. Such transfer learning is important because, as we later demonstrate, it enables to identify objects67

successfully by training with only a few hundreds of examples. We use networks based on known architectures [12],68

but adapt their training procedures to the requirements of the agricultural tasks in several ways.69

In the third stage, for measuring distances between interest points, an RGB-D sensor (Intel D435) is used, providing70

a depth channel registered to the RGB channels. Using the depth information for de-projecting points from the 2D71

image to their 3D coordinates is possible [8]. However, given the low cost sensors that we use, straightforward de-72

projection faces problems due to noisy depth values, failing pixels of depth value 0, and intermediate depth pixels. An73

important problem for length measurements are the latter, intermediate depth pixels, positioned on the object edge.74

The depth value of such pixels is interpolated between the depth of the object and its background, providing unreliable75

measurements. A robust length estimation algorithm was developed in order to cope with those challenges, with two76

main stages. First, it re-chooses edge points with more reliable depth for length computation, by fitting a fixed-slope77

interval model. Second, a linear regression is performed over the final depth estimate, to compensate for the shortening78

of the measured interval.79
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More direct alternatives to the three-stage pipeline can be proposed. For example, direct detection of the interest80

points (skipping stage 1) is possible, or even direct inference of the length from the RGBD image without finding the81

interest points (skipping stage 2). Our choice to separate the stages of detection and interest point identification is82

based on two arguments. First, the interest points are often not visually distinctive on their own, i.e. they do not have a83

sufficiently unique appearance which will enable their detection without the object context. For example, the left and84

right interest points of a leaf are only locally characterized by a curved edge, a structure which is abundant in many85

irrelevant plant parts in the image. Direct detection of such points would hence lead to a proliferation of false positives.86

Once the leaf is detected, these points can be identified in well-defined locations with respect to the leaf, enabling robust87

finding and accurate localization. A second reason is that correspondence determination between pairs of points (and88

in the leaf case, quadruplets) of the same object is required for distance computation. Such correspondence is naturally89

provided by the detection stage, which finds an object bounding box containing the related points.90

Our choice to include an interest point detection stage, rather than directly estimating the 3D length, is based on the91

assumption that such estimation, while possible, requires the network to bridge a large inference gap on its own, i.e.:92

it has to learn which cues and image areas are relevant for length regression. While such learning may be possible, it93

may require a very large annotated training set due to the task difficulty. In addition, our model can be trained with 2D94

annotation which is easier to obtain, while acquiring 3D annotation (actual length measurements) is more laborious95

and difficult to collect.96

Our choices and assumptions regarding the three-stage pipeline were tested by experiments with alternative more97

direct algorithms. Specifically, we compare the point detection within an identified object (point detection after object98

detection), to direct interest points detection. We also compared our length estimation using detected interest points99

(the proposed three-stages pipe) to two architectures designed for direct length measurements.100

The suggested method is tested on collected image datasets which include 3D ground truth measurements, obtained101

manually using a ruler. The accuracy of the three stages is analyzed and compared to alternatives. The empirical results102

show measurement deviations lower than 10% for all tasks, and a significant advantage of the proposed pipeline over103

the alternatives. For leaves’ length and width, it is shown that the length measurements enable distinction between104

certain kinds of plant treatments and mutations with significant accuracy.105

The main contributions of this work are hence threefold. First, a general method for plant part length measurement106

is presented, based on a 3 stage pipeline. Second, the pipeline performance on three important real world problems107

is measured and shown to be useful. Third, comparison to alternatives and a detailed stage-wise error analysis is108

conducted, providing valuable information regarding possible further improvements.109
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2. Related Work110

Traditional plant phenotyping is based on extensive human labor, where only a few samples are collected for111

thorough visual or destructive inspection. These methods are time consuming, subjective and prone to human error,112

leading to what has been termed as ’the phenotypic bottleneck’ [7]. Computer vision in agriculture has been studied113

intensively for a few decades, with a primary goal of enabling large scale, automatic visual phenotyping of many114

phenotyping tasks. In [22], an extensive survey of imaging methodologies and their application in plant phenotyping115

is provided. Since recently deep learning techniques have emerged as the primary tool in computer vision, they have116

a growing impact on agricultural applications [19].117

In recent years, the use of RGB-D sensors has been expanding due to their increasing reliability and decreasing118

costs. Well registered depth and color data from such sensors provide a colored 3D point cloud [11] structure, which119

is useful in many applications. For example, Chene et al. [5] showed that depth information can help identifying120

individual leaves, allowing automated measurement of leaf orientation in indoor environments. Vit et al. [37] re-121

cently compared several depth sensors for a plant phenotyping task, in field condition and in various illumination122

conditions. It was shown that the Intel D435 outperforms other alternatives. In [39] the size of mango fruits in field123

conditions was estimated. Jiang et al.[17] presented an algorithm for accurately quantifying cotton canopy size in124

field conditions. They showed that the multi-dimensional traits and multivariate traits were better yield predictors than125

traditional univariate traits, confirming the advantage of using 3D imaging modalities. Miella et al. [27] proposed126

an in-field high throughput grapevine phenotyping platform for canopy volume estimation and grape bunch detection,127

using a RealSense R200 depth camera.128

Plant’s size is an important trait, which can be used as indicator of growth, yield and health of the plant. In [29] the129

area, perimeter, length, and thickness of bananas were measured using a combination of computer vision techniques130

on gray-scale images. In [3, 18] algorithms for estimation of sorghum height were suggested. Estimation was done in131

field conditions from autonomously captured stereo images. The methods are based on classic techniques, with Hough132

transform, typically used for detection and tracking, applied to obtain robust measurements. An et al. [1] presented a133

technique for measuring rosette leaf length by detecting the leaf center and tips in a leaf-segmented binary image. The134

center was estimated as the centroid of all white (leaf) pixels. Leaf tips were detected as peaks of the rosette-outline135

curvature. They didn’t use depth information in their method. Lati et al. [21] used 3D-reconstruction algorithm for136

extracting growth parameters such as plant height and the internode distances in order to detect initial parasitism in137

potted plants of sunflower broomrape in indoor conditions. They found out that Plant height and the first internode138

length provided a significant early morphological indication of infection.139

Gongal et al. [9] used time-of-flight 3D camera for estimating apple size in tree canopies. They defined the apple140

size as the length of its longest axis, and used two techniques for measuring it. The first technique measures the141
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length as the maximal 3D euclidean distance between any two individual pixels in the apple region. The second142

technique used checkerboard images taken in RGBD to estimate pixel size in the real world and from it infer apple size143

based on the number of pixels. In [23] a pipeline was developed for detecting and localizing citrus fruits in outdoor144

orchard environment by analyzing RGB-D images. They used Bayes-classifier based image segmentation and density145

clustering method for localizing each of the fruits. To determine the citrus size, they measured the distance between146

3D coordinates of points in the cluster in the x-axis direction.147

Deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have significantly improved the state-of-the-art in computer vision148

tasks and are widely used in several classic vision tasks as object classifcation [20], detection [33], and segmenta-149

tion [12]). These networks are better able to cope with realworld vision problems than previous technologies, hence150

providing new automation opportunities.151

Interest points detection is used extensively in human pose estimation and face recognition. In [12] human joints152

interest points are detected by predicting a one-hot spatial mask for each interest point type. In [30] another architecture153

for human joint detection is suggested, based on progressive pooling followed by progressive up-sampling. In [32] a154

CNN is used for localizing face landmarks. Similar to our work, landmark detection is preceded by face detection.155

In contrast for our work, their proposed architecture explicitly infers the visibility of interest points, to account for156

points invisible at test time. As our goal is to perform 3D measurements, we have no interest in invisible interest157

points, which do not enable such measurements. Instead, we define as ’measurable object’ only objects in which158

all the relevant interest points are visible and train our detector to only detect measurable object instances. Interest159

point detection have not been extensively used in plant phenotyping [35]. Hu et al. [13] developed an algorithm for160

measuring three size indicators of banana fruit, namely length, ventral straight length, and arc height without using161

3D information. They locate five points at the edge of banana and calculated euclidean distances between point pairs162

for determining these indicators. In [15] a leaf counting task with an intermediate stage of interest point finding was163

solved. A model for finding leaf centers is trained with interest points treated as Gaussian heat map similarly to our164

work. The heat map is then used for leaf count regression.165

3. Materials and Methods166

We here discuss our suggested method - a three stage pipeline for length measurement. A High level architecture167

of the pipeline can be seen in Figure 2. The three stages are next described in Sections 3.1,3.2 and 3.3. Alternative168

algorithms compared to the three-staged pipeline are described in 3.4.169
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Figure 2: High level view of our processing pipeline. Left: the backbone network, extracting a rich feature map in 5

different octaves using the Feature Pyramid Network (FPN). Middle: Extracted representations of 256 Regions of Interest

(RoI) are processed by classification and box refinement branches (1) and the interest point finder (2), whose structure is

detailed. kp denotes the object’s number of interest points. Right: 2D locations of the interest points are extracted from

the output heat map of (2). They are de-projected into world coordinates, and distances among them provide the length

measurements (3).

3.1. Detection using Mask R-CNN170

The first two stages in our proposed pipeline are based on theMask R-CNN [12] architecture with adaptations made171

for our goal. Mask R-CNN extended a previous architecture for object detection termed Faster R-CNN [33], adding172

network modules for object segmentation or alternatively, interest point finding. As in Faster R-CNN, Mask R-CNN173

also consists of two stages. The first stage is a Region Proposal Network (RPN)[33], which generates a set of rectangular174

object candidates, each accompanied by an ’objectness’ score stating the confidence in object existence. The object175

candidates are chosen from an initial large set of candidates termed anchors, containing hundreds of thousands of176

rectangle candidates. The anchor set is based on a grid of image locations, and for each location nine anchors are177

considered with three different sizes and three aspect ratios.178

The RPN is a deep fully convolutional network whose input is a set of feature maps extracted from a backbone179

network. The backbone we use is ResNet-101, followed by a Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) [24]. The FPN creates180

multiple-resolution replicas of the high-level feature maps computed by the backbone. It hence enables detection at181

multiple octaves, i.e. scales differing by a factor of two. Among all anchors in all octaves, 256 top object candidate182

rectangles are chosen for further processing. During training these are labeled as positive if they contain a measurable183

object, and negative otherwise. A ratio of 1:2 is kept for positive versus negative examples during training.184

In the second stage, which is a separate network with no gradient flows between the stages, the model spatially185
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samples a 7 x 7 x 256 tensor from each candidate region suggested by the RPN. These region representations are186

processed by three distinct branches for classification, bounding box refinement and point of interest finding. In the187

classification branch a softmax layer is used to predict the class of the proposed region, and in the refinement, layer188

offset values are regressed for refining the object’s bounding box.189

Unlike standard detection, in our detection stage we need to discriminate and detect only measurable objects, i.e.190

objects with all the relevant interest points visible. Specifically, candidates suggested by the RPN are considered191

positive during training iff they contain a measurable object including all its interest points. This creates a difficult192

detection problem, since non-measurable object candidates, which are often very similar to measurable ones, have to be193

rejected by the object classifier and function as hard negatives. Furthermore, themeasurability constraint adds difficulty194

since it decreases the number of positively labeled anchors. To allow for a sufficient number of positive anchors we set195

the non maximum suppression threshold, used for pruning overlapping candidates, to 0.85 during training (instead of196

0.5 in [12]) so more positive candidates survive. We also filter the anchoring system based on object size and aspect197

ratio, e.g. in tree height estimation we do not use small or wide anchors.198

3.2. Interest Point Detection199

Following [12], the interest point finding branch consists of eight 3 x 3 convolutional layers with 512 maps each,200

followed by deconvolution layers scaling up the representation to an output resolution of 56 x 56. In [12] a single201

location in the output map was designated as the true location, and a spatial softmax classification loss was used202

to enforce it during training. However, this configuration was used for a human pose estimation task, which is less203

ambiguous than our tasks, and hence easier. The locations of human interest points like knee, elbow, neck or eye,204

are spatially well defined, and have unique appearance disambiguating them. As opposed to that, interest points in205

the agriculture tasks considered here are not always clearly defined spatially. For example, the basal point of a tree206

is defines as the contact point of the tree stem and the ground. However, the contact structure is not a point but a207

line. We define the point as the middle of the line in our annotation, but this point does not have a unique appearance208

discriminating it locally from other near points on the contact line. The problem is further complicated because the209

contact line is often hidden by low vegetation and dead leaves. The exact point position is hence somewhat arbitrary,210

with nearby points providing identically good candidates. A similar problem exists for the ’left’ and ’right’ leaf interest211

points. The spatial softmax loss assumes that there is only one "right" point which is clearly distinguished from the212

other "non right" ones. Hence in our preliminary experiments, the spatial softmax could not cope with the tasks213

difficulty, and we had to adjusted it as described next.214

Instead of using one-hot binary masks, we generate for each annotated interest point a Gaussian ground truth heat215

map, stating multiple locations as successful hits. In addition, we replace the spatial classification loss with a simple216
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3: Visualization of the pipeline operation. The first row shows progress of banana tree height estimation on

a typical example, the second row shows a case of banana leaves measurement and the last shows a case of cucumber

measurement. a: Ground truth bounding boxes and interest points annotations. b: Ground truth Gaussian heat maps

constructed for interest point detection. For the leaf measurement example, the maps of the starred leaf are shown. c:

Heat maps inferred by the network. d: Object detections and interest point location as inferred by the network. Red

rectangles and points are network outputs, green are the ground truth.

l2 regression loss, i.e. minimize the square distance, across all pixels, between the Gaussian heat map and the output217

of the interest point branch. For all points except leaf ’right’ and ’left’ points isotropic Gaussians centered on the true218

point were used, with � = 2 variance.219

For the leaf side points we used a non-isotropic covariance, reflecting that these points are well defined in the220

direction perpendicular to the leaf center line, but highly ambiguous in the other direction (see Figure 1). Specifically,221

letw = (w[1], w[2]) = x1−x2
||x1−x2||

be the leaf center line direction, with x1, x2 the locations of the apex and basal interest222

points respectively. We would like this direction to be the large principal direction of the introduced covariance, i.e.223

its first eigenvector. Given this direction and a hyper parameter S stating the requested ratio between the variance in224
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first and second principal vectors, the covariance matrix is given by Σ = AtA with225

A =
⎡

⎢

⎢

⎣

w[1]S −w[2]

w[2]S w[1]

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎦

(1)

Figure 3.Middle presents examples of the heat maps generated and predicted. At inference time, we take the (x, y)226

positions of the most likely value in the predicted heat map as the 2D detection for further processing.227

3.3. Obtaining 3D Measurements228

In the final stage of the pipeline the distance between the detected interest points is estimated. This is done by229

back-projecting the detected interest point from 2D to 3D world coordinates. Given the distanceD of a point from the230

sensor imaging plane, measured at 2D coordinates (x, y), one can compute the 3D coordinates (X, Y ,Z) by [8]:231

X =
D ⋅ (x − cx)

fx
(2)

Y =
D ⋅ (y − cy)

fy
(3)

Z = D (4)

where cx,cy are the sensor’s principal point coordinates and fx,fy are the focal lengths expressed in pixel units.232

While, ideally, back projection is simple, in practice there are problems related to absence of depth measurements in233

some pixels (represented by a value of 0), and to problematic depth measurement with large errors in intermediate234

pixels on the edge of an object. Unfortunately, the interest point pixels are usually on an object edge, and hence often235

are intermediate pixels with corrupted depth value. In order to cope with those challenges, we consider the 2D line236

between the two identified interest points and try to find two points on it for which a 3D interval model is a good fit.237

This is done using the procedure described next.238

Given two 2D end points suggested by the network, a 2D line of K1 points between them is sampled, and is239

also extended K2 pixels beyond them at each side. Hence a straight line of K1 + 2K2 points is sampled, indexed as240

x1, .., xK1+2K2 , with xi ∈ R2. The original points are located at indices a = K2 + 1 and b = K2 + K1. The depth241

(d1, ..., dK1+2K2 ) at x1, .., xK1+2K2 is sampled with bi-linear interpolation, a common technique for calculating image242

values in a fractional index location based on its nearby pixels values. A straight line in 3D between the two end points243

should ideally manifest as a linear function in the d values. Let us denote the number of points byN = K1 +2K2. We244

look for a pair of points (xi, xj) on the 2D line (i, j ∈ 1, .., N) which are close to the original points (xa, xb), yet their245

depth values fit well to a 3D interval model. Formally, the criteria optimized are as follows:246
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• End points proximity: The (normalized) square distance of (xi, xj) from their original anchors is minimized.247

S1(i, j) =
1

2dmax

(

‖xi − xa‖2 + ‖xj − xb‖2
) (5)

with dmax = ||xN − x1|| is the length of the 2D interval considered. dmax is used as normalization constant to248

have S1 ∈ [0, 1], so it can be combine with other terms without scaling issues.249

• Fixed 3D slope: The 3D gradient at point i is defined as gi = di+1 − di. We assume that the object surface,250

restricted to the sampled line, is approximately planar. Hence the function expressed by the depth measurements251

{di} is expected to be linear, with a fixed slope. The slope in an interval [xi, xj], which is also the average gradient252

is given by253

Eg =
dj − di
j − i

= 1
j − i

j−1
∑

k=i
gk (6)

Since an approximately fixed slope is expected, we ask for small deviation between the gradient values in the254

interval [i, j] and the slope, or equivalently, for a low gradient variance255

S2(i, j) =
1

ST (j − i)

j−1
∑

k=i

(

gk − Eg
)2 (7)

Where ST = S2(1, N) is a normalizing constant. We note that the assumption that the object is planar is256

restrictive, because in agricultural objects, such as leaves, may have a significant curvature. In such cases, this257

specific step may be adapted to the specific object of interest. For example, one could use the obtained depth258

measurements to fit a curve, e.g., using splines.259

• End points gradient: As xi, xj are the end points of an interval in 3D, the squared gradients at these points260

should be maximized. We hence minimize:261

S3(i, j) = −
1

2gmax

(

(

gi−1
)2 +

(

gj
)2
)

(8)

with gmax = maxi∈1,...,N gi262

Our final score to optimize is S = �1S ′

1+�2S
′

2+�3S
′

3, where �1, �2 and �3 are weighting the relative contribution263

of each criterion. Since normalization constants were introduced to each term, bringing it to the scale of [0, 1], we264

could use �1 = �2 = �3 = 1 without further tuning. For the optimization, a search over all pairs (i, j) with i < j is265

conducted. Figure 4 illustrates the length estimation procedure with an example.266

This function suits cases in which we measure objects from one end to another, like leaves and cucumbers, where267
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Figure 4: Robust depth estimation illustration: An example of 2D surface leaf and its depth surface. The two points

detected by the interest point detector are drawn on them in yellow. The 2D line sampled between these points (and

extending a bit beyond them) is shown in red. The depth values sampled on the red line are shown above as the yellow

curve. Based on the 3D linear line model, the green points are chosen to replace the original yellow ones, since they have

stable depth measurements with a linear line between them. The length between these points is the initial length estimate,

but it is slightly biased toward lower lengths. This tendency is latter corrected using a linear regressor.

end points are on a depth edge. For tree height measurements the end points are not positioned exactly on an object268

edge, though they are not far from the edges. There is a significant change of the depth gradient behavior near the end269

points, and hence, in this case a three-step alternative is suggested and compared to the algorithm above:270

• Collect the depth values in the ball centered around the detected interest point, with a fixed pixel radius (5 pixels271

in our experiments).272

• Ignore all the zero values (depth measurement failure).273

• Compute the average of the lowest 10% values.274

Specifically, the last step makes the measurement robust with respect to neighborhood pixels which do not lay on the275

object, belonging to farther background objects.276

The length estimation procedure suggested finds stable estimates, but is has a bias towards short estimations. The277

reason is that the true end points often do not have stable depth values, and other points which are more interior are278

used instead. Hence a a simple linear regression model y = ax + b was applied for correction, with the parameters279

(a, b) estimated on a validation set.280
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3.4. Alternative Algorithms281

Several alternative algorithms were developed and compared to the three staged pipeline. In section 3.4.1 direct282

detection of interest points is discussed, and in 3.4.2 two architectures are suggested for direct length regression.283

3.4.1. Direct Detection of Interest Points284

we examined a method for direct detection of interest points, without initial object detection. The 2D interest points285

annotations were placed in bounding boxes and a Faster R-CNN [33] network was trained for their detection as a multi286

class problem, where there is a class for each key-point type. For example, in the banana tree example, there is a class287

for the ’upper’ keypoint and another class for the ’basal’ keypoint.288

We used two different methods of marking the interest points using bounding boxes, introduced due to differences289

between the tasks. Assume an image of sizeW ×H , an object of size l, where l is the maximum between the object290

width and height, and an interest point with coordinates (x, y). For cucumber and leaf interest points, the bounding291

box is a square centered at (x, y) with edge length l (if the point is near the image edge the square side length is292

min(l, 2x, 2y, 2(W − x), 2(H − y))) to keep the square within the image). For banana tree interest points a different293

method was used because the points are typically close to the image edge, and min(l, 2x, 2y, 2(W − x), 2(H − y)) is294

small leading to rectangles not containing enough tree context. Instead, a rectangle is used of size 0.5l × l with the295

interest point located 0.1l above the lowest edge for ’basal’ points, and 0.1l below the upper edge for ’upper’ points.296

3.4.2. Direct Regression Models297

A direct regression model learns to predict the length directly from the input RGBD images. Two direct regression298

models were developed, both using depth information in the training process instead of 2D interest points annotations.299

The algorithms’ architecture is similar to our model, but the interest points finding branch is replaced with a direct300

regression module. The module accepts additional maps containing the 3D information, sampled from the object301

candidate rectangle. As a preliminary step, each pixel of the depth images is de-projected into 3D coordinates. For each302

candidate RoI, the depth channels are sampled in a 56×56 grid (using an RoI-align layer [12]) into a 56×56×3 tensor.303

The coordinates are then normalized by mean subtraction - length measurements are invariant to such subtraction, and304

it reduces data variability. The resulting tensor, denoted by L is then used in the following architectures:305

Plain direct regression: This architecture uses standard CNN machinery for the inference. the RoI tensor rep-306

resentation of size 7 × 7 × 256 runs through 5 convolutions of 3 × 3 with 512 maps each and then up-sampled to307

56 × 56 × 8. The tensor L is added to get a 56 × 56 × 11 tensor. Following this 3 convolutions of 3 × 3 × 11 × 8 are308

applied, with L re-added each time to enable repeated depth reasoning. Finally, two global layers of 1024 and 128309

neurons are applied followed by a single output neuron. This architecture is comparable in its number of neurons and310

computational budget to the interest point finding module. It is trained to minimize the l2 loss w.r.t the true 3D length311
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Task Train 2D test 3D test Measured objects
Tree height 577 (757) 157 (175) 103 (103) 103

Leaf measurements 454 (4409) 320 (1303) 276 (1032) 1032
Cucumber length 446 (2261) 152 (1049) 89 (204) 204

Table 1

Number of images and objects (in parentheses) used for training, 2D testing and 3D testing. The right column presents

the number of objects measured by a ruler in each task

measurements.312

Heat-map based direct regression: As in the three staged pipeline, the following algorithm offers length com-313

putation which is reduced to an interest point finding problem (in contrast to the algorithm above), but with two main314

differences: there is no supervision for interest points, and length is computed directly by the network instead of a315

post-processing procedure.316

If the locations of the two edge points (i1, j1) and (i2, j2) in the tensor L are known, the distance d between the317

points is given by:318

d2 = ‖L(i1, j1, ∶) − L(i2, j2, ∶)‖ =
3
∑

d=1

(

L(i1, j1, d) − L(i2, j2, d)
)

(9)

The problem can hence be posed as inferring these locations of the two edge points by using two 56x56 interest point319

maps P1, P2, where the value PK in location (ik, jk) is 1 and 0 otherwise for K = 1, 2. We have320

d =

√

√

√

√

3
∑

d=1

(

P1 ⋅ L
(

∶, ∶, d
)

− P2 ⋅ L
(

∶, ∶, d
)

)2 (10)

Where A ⋅ B here is an inner product between vecotorized A and B. This computation can be done in a fixed321

parameter-less layer. The length output is supervised during training, with its l2 distance to ground truth length mea-322

surements minimized. The keypoint finding head architecture (see Figure 2) is used to infer the heat maps P1, P2. A323

spatial softmax operation is then applied over them, followed by a layer implementing Eq. 10. This architecture is324

more informed that the plain architecture, with the distance computation encoded into its structure.325

4. Results and Discussions326

The data sets collected are described in section 4.1, followed by 2D accuracy results in 4.2 and 3D results in 4.3.327

In section 4.4 algorithmic alternatives and visual error analysis are discussed. In section 4.5 leaf measurements are328

used for treatment and mutant classification phenotyping.329
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5: Ground truth collection. a: Measuring the banana tree and banana leaves with a ruler (cucumbers were

measured in a similar manner). b: Annotated ground truth bounding box and interest points of leaves. c: Ground truth

Gaussian heat maps derived for the interest points of the upper-right leaf presented in b.

4.1. Dataset and Annotations330

For all problems, images were captured using two types of sensors. RGB images for training were taken with a331

Canon HD camera with 4032×3024 resolution. RGB-D images with resolution 1280×720 were taken using the Intel332

RealSense D435 sensor, based on infra-red active stereoscopy technology. This sensor has a global shutter enabling333

good performance in highly dynamic conditions [8], and was shown to perform well outdoors for phenotyping tasks334

[37]. For Banana trees, images of banana trees at the fruit harvest stage were taken in several plantations in the north335

of Israel. The plantations differ w.r.t the banana varieties, including Gal, Grand-Naine, Adi and Valerie. Cucumber336

plant images were taken in the south of Israel in greenhouse conditions. For the banana leaves, images were taken in337

greenhouses in the North of Israel. The potted plants were approximately three months old, a stage which enables to338

determine if the plant has a mutation based on its leaf’s aspect ratio. Train and test set sizes are summarized in Table 1.339

For evaluation we used two types of test sets. The first consists of RGB images not used in the training process,340

including RGB channels of the images taken with the D435 camera. This test set was used for 2D evaluations of our341

methods. The second test set is a subset of the first one, including images taken by the D435 for which we took manual342

ground truth length measurements using a ruler of the objects: banana tree height, cucumber length, and banana leaf343

length and width. Figure 5 (Left) shows the rulers and the measuring procedure. This test set is used for 3D evaluations.344

RGB images were annotated with bounding boxes and interest point locations. All annotated objects were measurable,345

i.e., all their interest points were visible. Based on the 2D interest points annotations, Gaussian ground truth heat maps346

were constructed, as showed in Figure (right) 5. The amount of measured objects by a ruler can be seen in the right347

column of Table 1.348

Leaf measurements based phenotyping: 204 of the potted plants were part of a fertilizer stress experiment in349

which the pots received four different treatments (see Figure 6, top row), 51 pots per treatments. The difference between350
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Figure 6: Examples of banana pot treatments and mutations. Top: four banana pots, each of which received a different

treatment. The letters below designate the treatment, ranging from complete lack of fertilizer in (a) to high fertilizer

concentration in (d). See the text for full treatments description. Bottom: Examples of two mutants pots and one normal

pot. a: pot of masada mutant. b: pot with dwarf mutant. c: normal pot.

the treatments is in the ratio of water and fertilizer. During the experiment, each pot had been watered for 10 minutes351

every day. In addition to the watering, there were four three liter tanks connected with a pump to the irrigation system,352

and their content was added with constant flow. The treatments differ with respect to the content of the tanks, which353

were: a) no fertilizer at all (3 liters of water) , b) two liters of water and one liter of fertilizer, c) 1.5 liter of water and354

1.5 liter of fertilizer, and d) no water (three liters of fertilizer). From a different greenhouse, 44 pots were examined355

by an expert and classified according to a mutation type: dwarf type, masada or normal [34]. 15 pots were found as356

dwarf, 14 as masada and 15 as normal (see Figure 6, bottom row).357

4.2. Metrics and Results in 2D358

Detection Rates: The network detector provides a probability-like confidence score for each detection, and the two359

types of errors, miss detection and false positives, can be traded using a detection threshold. Detection performance is360

measured by drawing the recall-precision trade off graph and measuring the area below it, termed Average Precision361

(AP) [25]. The recall-precision graphs for the three tasks can be seen in Figure 7. We used a default threshold of 0.5362

over the confidence score in our pipeline.363

Detection probability: For the banana tree problem, the average precision (AP) was 0.925. The detector success-364

fully identified 165 of 175 trees, with only 5 false positives. In each of the detected trees the two interest points were365

found successfully. The AP for banana leaf detection was 0.9, successfully identifying 1227 leaves of 1303, with 36366

false positive. All interest points of type ’basal’ and ’apex’ were detected, but interest points of the type ’right’ and367
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(a) Banana trees (b) Banana leaves (c) Cucumber fruit

Figure 7: Recall-Precision graphs for object detection in the three tasks. Average Precison (AP) scores are stated above

the graphs.

(a) Right interest point (b) Gt heat map (c) Inferred heat map

Figure 8: : Confusion between right and left leaf points. a:. A cropped image of banana leaf with right interest point

annotated. b: The ground truth Gaussian heat map for the right interest point. c: The Gaussian heat map inferred by the

network. Confusion between the two points is not surprising, as they have the same local visual characteristics. Only using

a large spatial context, containing the whole leaf, it is possible to distinguish between them (according to the locations of

the apex and basal points).

’left’ were not found in 4 detected leaves. Observing the predicted heat map in Figure 8, it can be seen that in this368

case, the interest points finder struggled to distinguish between the left and the right interest points. To overcome this369

difficulty, we search for the most likely location only in the half space relevant to the interest point, as determined by370

the apex and basal point positions. The AP for cucumbers detection was 0.602, successfully identifying 822 cucumbers371

out of 1049, with 348 false positives. Interest points were detected successfully in almost all detected cucumbers, with372

five cases of undetected ’upper’ point and ones case of undetected ’basal’ point.373

Localization accuracy: The Euclidean distance between the detected 2D point location and the ground truth374

location (deviations in pixels) was computed. As this measure depends on image resolution, its units are arbitrary.375

Hence we report also the deviations normalized by the length (in pixels) of the relevant distance measured. The results376

can be seen in Table 2. As can be seen, the average point deviation is between 3% and 6% of the length measured.377

Estimation deviations in the tree length are lower than deviations in the leaf and cucumber length. The largest deviations378
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Pixel error Relative error
interest point � � � �
tree upper 60.33 70.79 0.03 0.02
tree basal 91.58 137.18 0.04 0.04
leaf apex 43.13 35.25 0.04 0.02
leaf basal 46.96 33.32 0.04 0.02
leaf left 59.03 98.68 0.06 0.08
leaf right 57.37 74.1 0.06 0.06

cucumber basal 37 37.3 0.05 0.05
cucumber upper 28.75 49.87 0.05 0.05

Table 2

Interest point localization error on the 2D test set. Average and standard deviation of the Euclidean distance between

ground truth and detected interest points are reported, in units of pixels and fraction of the object length. It can be seen

that deviations are less than 6% of the object length for all interest points.

Algorithmically detected interest points Manually marked interest points
Error in cm Relative error R2 Error in cm Relative error R2

size � � SE � � SE � � SE � � SE
tree height 12.35 10.44 1.03 0.043 0.03 0.004 0.7 10.23 8.17 0.81 0.036 0.03 0.003 0.8
leaf length 1.26 1.28 0.042 0.058 0.051 0.002 0.92 0.88 1.04 0.034 0.0431 0.051 0.002 0.95
leaf width 0.93 0.98 0.032 0.089 0.082 0.003 0.88 0.72 1.07 0.035 0.073 0.097 0.003 0.87

cucumber length 1.21 1.34 0.1 0.078 0.074 0.005 0.95 0.66 1.17 0.089 0.038 0.05 0.003 0.97

Table 3

Left: 3D Length estimation errors obtained with the proposed pipeline. Right: Length estimation errors obtained by using

the manually annotated interest points, shown for comparison. SE denotes standard error.

were measured for the left and right leaf interest points, which are clearly more difficult to detect, as they are positioned379

somewhat arbitrarily along the leaf curve.380

4.3. Metrics and Results in 3D381

Object lengths estimated by the suggested pipeline were compared to the true 3D lengths as measured by a ruler.382

Table 3 shows the estimation deviations for each of the tasks. As can be seen, the mean relative deviation for all383

tasks is under 9% of the true length. The error is smallest for tree height, and largest for leaf width. The reason is384

that for smaller objects, obtaining accurate estimations is more difficult. This is compensated to some degree, but not385

completely, by the smaller distance between the leaves and the camera. In addition, the left and right interest points386

are more challenging for accurate detection.387

To further understand whether the deviations stem from the interest point detection algorithm, or rather from the388

inaccuracy introduced by the specific RGB-D sensor, the 3D length based on the manually marked ground truth interest389

points in the annotated images is also estimated. In this measurement the first two phases of the pipeline are skipped390

and only the last de-projection phase (applied to the manually annotated 2D points) is used to compute the 3D lengths391

of interest. Clearly, measurements based on ground truth points are more accurate. However, based on the standard392
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Banana’s tree height Banana’s leaf length Banana’s leaf width Cucumber’s fruit length
mean prediction (baseline) 0.09 0.35 0.3 0.42

Plain direct regression 0.076 0.11 0.16 0.23
Heat map based regression 0.085 0.23 0.25 0.41

KD + RDE 0.048 0.131 0.142 0.13
KD + LR 0.061 0.07 0.095 0.13

KD + RDE + LR 0.048 0.059 0.085 0.09

Table 4

Average relative deviation (percent of the total object length) of several alternative pipelines. The deviations of constant

prediction of the mean length are given in the first line as a baseline. Results of the two direct length regression algorithms

from section 3.4.2 are shown in lines 2,3. Line 4 presents the results of the full pipeline including Keypoint Detection (KD),

Robust Depth Estimation (RDE), and Linear Regression (LR). Lines 5 and 6 present ablated versions of the full pipeline

with LR or RDE omitted. When RDE is not used (line 6), the direct depth of the detected interest point is used unless it

is zero. If it is zero, the first non-zero value in the direction of the opposite interest points is used. The results are of a

10-fold cross validation experiment, conducted only over the limited dataset for which 3D ground truth measurements are

available (3D test in Table 1).

errors (column SE in Table 3), for tree height the difference between algorithmic estimates and ground-truth based393

estimates is not statistically significant. For leaf width and length, the difference is small, but statistically significant.394

For cucumber length, the error introduced by automated detection is about twice larger than the error from the manual395

markings. As cucumber interest points do not seem significantly harder to detect than tree or leaf points in 2D (see396

Table 2), the larger 3D deviation is most likely related to lower robustness of the depth measurements in the cucumber’s397

interest points.398

In order to estimate the statistical strength of our method, we compute the fraction of explained variance R2:399

R2 = 1 −
V arerr
V artotal

= 1 −
∑N
i=1(yi − ŷi)

2

∑N
i=1(yi − ȳ)2

(11)

with {yi}Ni=1 the ground truth measurements, {ŷi}Ni=1 the algorithm estimations and ȳ the mean of {yi}Ni=1. This essen-400

tially compares our estimation method to the trivial estimation method of predicting the mean length for every instance.401

The results are summarized in Table 3. Our estimation explains (i.e. successfully infers) a significant portion (0.7 -402

0.95) of the length variance.403

4.4. Alternatives Algorithms and Error Analysis404

Direct Lengthmeasurements: Average deviations of alternative length estimation algorithms and ablations of the405

three-stage pipeline appear in Table 4. As the direct depth regression algorithms use 3D ground truth measurements406

in their training process, all the algorithms in this comparison were trained using the limited dataset for which 3D407

annotations were available (see Table 1). It can be seen that the three-staged pipeline outperforms the direct length408
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(a) trees problem (b) leaves problem (c) cucumbers problem

Figure 9: Precision-Recall curves. Curves are shown in blue for the two stage method, in which the object is first found and

than interest points, and in red for the direct method, where interest points are directly detected without first determining

the object context ((section 3.4.1)). a:. Curves for banana tree points: upper (top) and basal (bottom). b: Curves for

banana leaf points: apex (top left), right (top right), basal (bottom left) and left (bottom right). c: Curves for cucumber

fruit points: upper (top) and basal (bottom).

regression methods. While this result may change for significantly larger datasets (differing by one or more orders of409

magnitude), it shows that in the practical range of several hundred annotated objects, indirect training with interest410

points is preferable. Both direct methods are better than the baseline prediction, indicating that they were able to411

learn actual predictors from the data. The heat map based method is worse than the plain direct regression, which is412

somewhat surprising, as the former has a architecture more tailored to the task. It seems that finding the interest points413

without guiding annotation is more difficult than direct length regression based on holistic features. The robust depth414

estimation procedure and the final linear regression contribute both to accuracy improvements.415

Interest point finding: Interest point detection rates of the three-staged pipeline are compared to direct interest416

point detection as described in Section 3.4.1. An inferred interest point is considered a hit if its distance from the417

ground truth interest points is less than 10% from the object size. Figure 9 presents precision-recall curves for the418

various interest point types used in our problems. Considering Average Precision as the summary statistic, the two419

stage method of object detection followed by interest point estimation is preferable to direct interest point detection420

for all interest point types. For leaves left and right keypoints, the direct detector fails to discriminate between them,421

and its precision is therefore bounded by 0.5. For the cucumber interest points, there is a range of recall levels for422

which the direct detector is preferable (low recall levels, specifically 0.1-0.3). For applications emphasizing the most423

easy-to-find objects (cucumbers/ cucumber points), it is hence easier to find cucumber points directly than to identify424

the entire cucumber.425
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 10: Detection examples in the banana trees problem: Green denotes ground truth, red denotes successful detection,

and blue denotes false positives. Below each image we show the height measured by ruler (Gt) and the estimated height

by our model (Dt). a: a false positive example, caused by a wrong association of a peduncle from one tree to the trunk of

another. b: An accurate estimation example. c: interest points are detected with small 2D deviations, yet height deviation

is high due to depth estimation problems. d: A case with significant deviations in 2D, yet good height estimation.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 11: Detection examples in banana leaves problem: Ground truth objects are marked in green, detected objects in

red, false detection in blue. Ground truth (Gt) and estimated (Dt) lengths are stated below each image for the leaf marked

by a yellow rectangle. a: An accurate estimation example. b: A relatively large deviation in leaf width despite accurate

2D interest point localization. In addition, the network falsely detects a leaf as a ’measurable leaf’ (the left upper one)

but his interest points are partially occluded. This is hence a false positive. c: A large 2D deviation of the apex point,

yet the length estimation is perfect. d: Large 2D deviations in all points, leading to corrupted length estimation but fine

width estimation.

Figures 10, 11 and 12 present successful detection examples alongside various errors of our full pipeline for ba-426

nana trees, banana leaves and cucumbers fruits problems, respectively. For the detection task, typical errors include427

confusion between measurable and non-measurable objects, which is a fine distinction. For length measurements,428
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 12: Detection examples in the cucumber fruits problem: Ground truth objects are marked in green, detected objects

in red, false detection in blue. Ground truth (Gt) and estimated (Dt) lengths are stated below each image for the cucumber

marked by a yellow rectangle. a: A 2D deviation of the basal interest point leads to reduced length estimation. b: The

marked cucumber is accurate estimated. Yet this image contains a cucumber missed by the network, and a cucumber

detected by the network which was not annotated (an annotation error). c: This cucumber was successfully estimated

despite significant deviation in detection of the basal point. the cucumber in blue was not annotated as ’measurable’ since

its basal point is slightly hidden. d: Large 3D length estimation despite good 2D interest points localization.

sometimes there are significant 3D length deviations despite obtaining accurate 2D points localization.429

4.5. Length-Based Leaf Phenotyping430

We tested the utility of leaf width and height measurements for discrimination among plant treatment and mutation.431

Only the leaf which was first to grow, and hence the biggest, of each potted plant was considered. We mapped each432

plant to the two features of leaf length and width, and tested whether a distinction between treatment and mutant classes433

can be made based on them. The distinction was approached as a classification task, using a KNN classifier in the two434

dimensional measurement space. K , the number of neighbors, was chosen using a 5-fold cross validation scheme.435

We examined both classifications using the ground truth measurements (measured by a ruler) and classification using436

the feature estimates provided by the proposed algorithm. The results are shown in Figure 13, with the main findings437

summarized below.438

Stress phenotyping: The ground-truth KNN model shows that treatment A and D are easier to discriminate,439

because treatment A results in small leaves and treatment D with the largest ones. Treatments B and C are difficult to440

identify based on leaf measurements alone. The model based on the algorithmic pipeline is able to perform the same441

distinctions, though with lower accuracy for class D. Specifically, it characterizes class A as plants with short width442

(less than 11 cm) and length (less than 16 cm). Plants with width longer than 17 cm and length longer than 30 are443

inferred to get treatment D. The overall accuracy of the algorithmic model is 63.36%, rather close to the accuracy of444
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(a) Stress - ground truth
model

(b) Stress - estimation
model

(c) Mutant - ground
truth model

(d) Mutant - estimation
model

Figure 13: Length-Based leaf classification: top row: Scatter plot of the sample in the two dimensional space of (leaf

length, leaf width) for ground truth leaf measurements (a,c) and algorithmic estimations (b,d). middle row: Identified

clusters by the KNN classifier for ground truth leaf measurements (a,c) and algorithmic estimations (b,d). bottom row:

confusion matrix for KNN classification using ground truth leaf measurements (a,c) and algorithmic estimations (b,d). For

the treatment classification red denotes treatment A (no fertilizer), green denotes B (2:1 ratio of water:fertilizer), yellow

denotes C (1:1 ratio), and blue denotes D (full fertilizer). For mutant classes red is the masada mutant, green is the dwarf

mutant, and blue is ’normal’. The gray area in the classification maps includes locations for which at least one of the K

closest neighbors is more than 2.5 units away.

the ground-truth model- 66.83%445

Mutation phenotyping: The model based on ground truth measurements show that masada mutant is easy to446

identify and is characterized by marrow leave (width lower than 16 cm), with 86% of accuracy in identifying this447

mutant. The distinction between ’normal’ and the dwarf mutant is harder. The model based on the algorithmic mea-448

surements is very similar to the model obtained from manually measured ground truth, and its total accuracy is even449

slightly higher (71.5% against 66% ).450

5. Concluding Remarks451

We presented a general technique for length-based plant phenotyping, based on interest point detection in 2D and452

depth information from a low-cost 3D sensor. The technique was tested on three specific estimation tasks: banana tree453

height, banana leaf length and width, and cucumber length. Our method obtained an average deviation of 4.3% (of the454

total height) for tree height estimation, 8.9% and 5.8% for leaf width and length estimation, and 7.8% for cucumber455
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length. Statistically, the method was able to explain (infer) 70%-95% of the total length variance. The technique was456

compared to several alternatives and shown to provide better accuracy. While demonstrated for three specific problems,457

the problem variety suggests that our method can be used in additional phenotyping tasks, requiring only minor task-458

dependent adaptations. In addition, the measurements potential value was demonstrated for the leaf phenotyping tasks459

of mutant and stress classification.460

There are several possible paths to advancing this work. First, more data can be used in the problems we considered461

here to obtain improved detection and interest point localization, leading to length estimation accuracy improvements.462

The benefits of this direction are bounded, tough, as a main source of error is the depth sensor accuracy. The latter463

can be improved by using a more accurate depth camera, or by fusion with a hi-resolution stereo, for getting more464

accurate depth information. To demonstrate the generality of the method beyond the three tested problems, we are465

currently pursuing additional and more challenging tasks such as stem inter-branch length measurements. Beyond466

length measurements, it would be of high interest to develop algorithms extending to measurements of areas and467

volume-based phenotypes. Looking forward, the proposed method can be embedded in a flexible, general phenotyping468

system as a length estimation module.469
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